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1. Introduction
The new, more functional theory about disc accre

theory [10], has appeared in the last years.

both cases of optical dr:pth - very large or very small it,
extend the volume of studying objects: active galacl

vlew

galactics, X-ray binaries and cataclysmic variables.
The conditions of'transition between standard Shak

and Advection - dominated disc are discussed by
lgumenchev [1]. They used a simple two _ dimensio
model, assuming an instant destruction of SSD by some
process at radius 16.. fhe result of their investigation s

matter from the destroyed SSD expands and forms thick d

il hydrodynamical
uirknown physical

ws that flux of
( ADAF ). The



energy, which is necessary for expansion, is su
heating. So expanded matter flows in all direction
forms a geometrically thick disc,

lied locallv bv viscous

Yamasaki [13] investigates the stability of - dimensional ADAD
against local therrnal perturbations - for optically thin discs. In rosult he
obtains that weakly unstable modes exist due to iation effects, but the

. Because of turbulentmode is stable when the thermal conduction is efflci
heat diffusion, in two - temperature ADAF thermal urbations damp.

Wu [12] proved, that in the case of very advection, therrnal

m source of matter and

in. If consider therrnal
disc is advective

are enough dates that
t on the stability of hot
u shows that only two
of them is optically thin
gas - dominated.

the temperature of
rical, define some of

flow. That is true if
ich the solutions for

instabiJity exist when the disc is geornetrically t
diffusion, however it disappears. More than if t
dominated thermal instability doesn't exist.
advection and thermal diffusion have significant effr
optically thin disc. The detail stability analysis of
stable thermal equilibria of accretion disc exist. One
advection - dominated and the other is optically thi

The farnily of sell - sirnilar solutions [10],
accreting gas is ahnost virial and flow is quasi -

o Bernoulli paramoter b ( scale changed ) is
ADAF fbr wide range of parameters, e.g. gas may s

hfinity.

is a good approxiimation to global structure of t
accretion rate is close to maximum value. above.

properties of the ADAF, a.s:

. tho angular velocity of the flow C) is
velocity,f)e,

o ADAF is convective instable, because
fiom srnall to large radius.

less then Keplenan angular

translbrs energy

ositive in sell - similar
aneously expands to

Nakamura [9] elaborates globai steady mode of two - temperatures,
advection - dominated accretion flows around
attention to transonic region near black hole.

holes, as he pays

Chen and Abramowicz [4] present optically t ADAD, described by
fir1l system of differential equarions. They obtain g transonic solutions.
As a result from this lbllows that far from sonic poi , solf - similar solutions

optically thin disc don't exist. The sirnple self-si ilar solutions nowhere
approach to cornplete solution [11].

In recent work we consider
flows. The rnainly aim of the paper
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remains geometricaily thin because of the advection [l
when cr increases the sonic point removes outward [4
advective flow is supersonic, when viscosity para
optically thick disc.

This letter is built as foliowsr It consists of two
Part I: In $ Z we present the main physically c

flows, In $ 3 is present the vertical structure. Comments
Part II: paragraph 4 describes the equations o

discs. In g 5 we have obtained the self_similaisolutions
II.

flows we
by the po

I. It is known that
is why sr.rch

is large for

acteristics of two
rI.

pvolution of both
piscussion of part

cylindrical
<p has the

standard

2, Basic equations
Accounting for the form of accretion

coordinate system. The acceleration created
fbrrn:

an use

ntial in

where V, is the linear velocity in cp.

(2.2) Vp = rDr

We shall use the Newtonian gravitational
discs:

-GM

(2.r)

\2.5)

-V, -. 
dQ

rdr

GMand pseudo- Newtonian O =

where
f - 7,

(2.4) for vbctive discs,

2GM
\z.J) rs = -j- is the gravitational radius of

G - the gravitat:ional constant, M _ the mass of
-light velocity.

black hole.

entral object, c
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GM

The angular velocities for both discs are:

(2.6)

(2.1)

Geometrically thin discs are described bv
surface density of the disc:

H

(2.8) x= I pdz=2Hp
-n

Now we can form the basic equations of

The mass conservation law:

,sA
(2.e) ,= + i|>v,)=sot or

There is no difference in the equation for
larger for the advective one.

The momentum conservation law:

3, ^ \ n' . 1

(2. l0) r -|lLr' a) + +(rEv.rzatl = L,/t' ' dl\ ' ' 2n

0 is the momentum by viscosity forces:

(2.11) 0 ==2n1V,*12

U/,e - vertically integrated viscosity
circumference.
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(2.12) '1,V,v 
= j^,rdz= r>r*

-H or

v - kinetic viscosity;

(2.13) v = qV"H

V" is sound vr:locity,

0ar; is the displacement between twoor
rotation of the disc.

Thermal balance equation

rs at differential

Thermodlmamical
The discs are optically thick. Therefore,
Equilibrium exists.

(2.r4) Q* - t2-

where Q* is the heating produced by viscosity:

(2.rs) n. =i**QH and

(2.16) 0- - acTa

a - radiation constant.
T - effective temperature
r - optical depth of the disc

(2.17) dr = py:dz

1 - opacity coefficient.

is radiated coolins
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However, if for some reason, disc tion rate increases and
inflow time becomes shorter than photon n time, the disc cannot
reradiate generated energy. part of radiation is c ght by the flow, being

the flow is directed to
balance takes the

(2.r8) Qoa,

where

(2.r9) Qoau

+Q* =Q-

radial gradient ofthe entropy,

Radial motion equations

il, N,(2.20) L++LV,\
oI dr+ -z,afr =w

thus generated, which reduces entropy gradient
the center. Thereby, advection appears and the
form:

(2.2r) '+*Ev,* >(r' _ afi), =
H

(2.22) r = lraz
_H

( co' - ,,t'^ ) - as a result of advection, disc
inertial spring is needed to keep the structure stable.

- ar, .',ds
- LrU rl -;

ar

.dsano 
-dr

zffiP *w
& t's' +G

uilibrium changes. An

), Narayan and Yi [10]
Using a similar system (2"9,2.10,2.1g,2.21

have obtained that in advective discs:

V, = -cra)or
(2.23) a) = akc2

V, = csa)?12

where c 1e2c3 are dimensionless consrants.
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3. Vertical structure [8].

/^a\ IAP(J.t/ l - =-alzpoz

/.^\ IAP(3.2) -= = -a2zpa

Equation of continuitE

a,
-= 

f.,(3.3) a
L = 2lIp

Equation of radiation transfer:

(34) +@1=-Q*JTP A.

(3.5) -2v,7'Q *:-a(or^\ = -o+'a3rPaY

and we take into account (2.23 ):

- 'S , daro\(3,6) 
--!J-V,27 

La --r- - r*- r 
= -e*,l r, dz 3fp A

where

(3.7) S=roInT-Rlnp

is the entropy of ideal gas, R is the gas
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The vertical gradient of radiating fluctu
released in

disc:

is equal to energy

,^ n\ a2(J.d.) -- = t
az

Equation of ideal gas:

RT
(3.9) P,= p--:-

p
P
- =V.'p

7 is opacity coefficient:
y- r'to

(3.10) y 
== 

2!!_
T,

I o Thonnpson's opacity coefficient:
a,b ate constants.

The obtained differential system will
appropriate group, corresponding to the approxima

(3.11) AP - -P; Ae - e; AT - T; LZ _ H

This allows us to receive the solution in wer dependences of
independent variables or their dimensionless combi ns - that is the self-
similar solution [2].

transfbrmed by
n for a slim disc:

To obtain a complete algebraic system
specific moments in the discs:

(3.12) h* = ar'

as well as the average momentums of viscosity po
adjacent payers.
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The following system of equations is obtained both discs:

Standard disc Equations holding for both
discs

Advr lt ion-dominated disc

h.= JGM, (3.r3)

h*
trur'

(3.1,4)
f - f g

(3.15) 0)= (3.16)

V, = anH e.l7)

'=*': 
(3'18)

I/-
',f @H (3"le)

W,, = kET e.z})

. 3 R
K = -7d-zp

F =wrrr' (3.2r) W,,

k'-

e. = -]w,,ro
(3.23)

Q"
1(1 )
tlt* cz)w,,at

(3.U\
atrl

t = ATo - -1!1 6+4&
ZC

(3.2s)

L1

--
{"r

2a'
f-

J

(,, - 
^)*

-Q*

I = krLo'Tb, H"'
(3.2',7)

kl
1/,L0

do.z'

r- k

kro

oEato Tbto p,Lo

(3.28)

Io
Tlto

JI



This algebraic system can be solved if in
advective case and use (2.7) v (3,12). We \

dependence of the parameters of both discs on tht
the dependence of the average viscosity moments o

A solution system for both discs is obtr
discs:

,I

'.2.12) we take y in the
ill obtain the explicit
r I and ak as well as

) and h 16l.
ned, different for both

Standard q disc Advecti n-dominated disc

Nr
^ tn

6-2b,-c,

T =Tr"c,

W
T^n - --'

R

' 2.-2 /- - /\,k | (J.J+/
I
p0

V, (3.30)

V
' .r0

v, =vlrt
(3.3s)

't(

I

rn \2'0 |

-lt)
w,q =w,rozzN'+r6u2ut (3.31)

Wrrpo="#
Wr, =w,
W,ilro = a

oza)o'r2 (3.36)

3

p = {)ry,+ran*'*t (3.32)
I

( nr"\,
P -t " Ir^ - | |" \ap)

P_

Pon

D4Sro 2

(v.-l
Dn', Q.37)

,ar)
'i,/

F = Fozohu {z.lz1
, _g 14b,_2c,

Fo =W,,po\GM ) ,"-u\=,

n _10+2a, -2b, - c,

6-2b,_c,
D 78-8b, +2c,
lJ=-

6-2br-c,

r =(zL\ft
r dh,\

- t ah )h>' (3.38)
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4. Discussion
In the paper are shown the main theoretical

a development of the accretion in a standart and
formed the hori:zontal and vertical structures of the
regimes, when the geometrically thin disc approximation

We have ernphasized on the processes, w
behaviour of the disc plasma in two considered cases.
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